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Urgmlafwashik Nebula

The Urgmlafwashik Nebula is located in the claimed space of the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia. It is
located to the galactic north of Svodog System, Hyulughflar System and directly to the southwest of the
Vordachibea System.

The system is named after the Sfrarabla Mishhuvurthyar Xhrafuklurp (SMX) Admiral Haotelathabh
Urgmlafwashik who fought in the First Mishhuvurthyar War.

History

The Urgmlafwashik Nebula was in the territory of the Sfrarabla Mishhuvurthyar Xhrafuklurp (SMX) during
the First Mishhuvurthyar War.The Sfrarabla Mishhuvurthyar Xhrafuklurp (SMX) forward base, Mishhu no
Iori, was located in the nebula. After the war, the nebula was claimed by the Democratic Imperium of
Nepleslia in YE 30.

The control of the nebula switched again quickly as the NMX reclaimed space in the southern regions of
the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia in YE 31 with the start of the Second Mishhuvurthyar War. When
the war was over in YE 34 the nebula was reclaimed by the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia.

Pirate groups have been known to operate out of Pirate's Cove, an independent system located in the
eastern fringes of the nebula.

The Black Tooth Grins pirate group is known to have operations in the region as of YE 43.

Description

The Urgmlafwashik Nebula is a massive cloud of interstellar gases and dust.
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The nebula is a Supernova remnant created from the still expanding shockwaves from the death of the
Urgmlafwashik star. The nebula has a higher concentration of ionized helium which makes it relatively
easy to traverse, but many sensor systems, long-range communications, and other systems are
frequently made inoperable or unreliable within the higher density patches. Both the Mishhuvurthyar and
several pirate groups have been known to use the nebula to screen their operations and hide ships and
bases.

Transportation

The only way to reach this nebula is by starship or other craft.

People

The nebula has no permanent inhabitants, except for the disorganized pirate groups that use Pirate's
Cove.

Characters

These Characters are present in the nebula:1)

Nothing found
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RP Opportunities

Great roleplay opportunities.

Engage pirate groups near Pirate's Cove.
Explore the Nebula.
Discover the lost secrets and wreck of Mishhu no Iori.

Local Rumors

Maybe true, maybe not.

The wreck of Mishhu no Iori contains secrets of the Sfrarabla Mishhuvurthyar Xhrafuklurp (SMX).
The Black Tooth Grins have a secret base outside of Pirate's Cove.

OOC Notes

Andrew created this article on 2021/02/05 16:41.

Artbreeder art is by Charaa.

This was approved by Wes in this thread.

Places of the SARPiverse
Place Categories nebula

1)

Struct list will show when someone lists this as a location
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